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0-th order approximation:   ΛCDM

→ fits all data (available)
→ conceptually unacceptable (coincidence, fine tuning)

1-st order approximation:   ?

→ DE is a self-interacting scalar field
also linearly interacting with CDM

i.e.  the dark Sector is some kind of unique “substance”

WHY SHOULD THE 2 DARK COMPONENTS

BE DISJOINT?

Assuming no coupling:

ad-hoc extra hypothesis



The point of this talk:

coupled DE cosmology fully acceptable, 

with coupling at the  Planck Scale, 

IF NEUTRINOS HAVE SIGNIFICANT MASSES

Vice versa:

If ν masses above current cosmological limits, 

as detectable in future β-decay or 0νββ-decay experiments,

STRONG EVIDENCE OF CDM-DE COUPLING

eVm 1≈∑ ν

17.0≈β

MORE THAN upper limits on coupling and neutrino masses!

CDM – DE  COUPLING ALREADY DETECTED?
(if coupling at Planck Scale, at the available 
sensitivity level,  NO stronger signal possible)



Modifing spectra with cDE and massive ν
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From theory to data: sugra
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The results:



Joining sky and earth…

coupled SUGRA + massive ν :       “all data” + lab results

Katrin
tritium β decay
taking data in 2009

sugra

Heidelberg-Moscow
0νββ

5σ signal detection?

RP



Conclusions

- ν mass limits from cosmology: within which model set ? 

- opening the option of DE-CDM coupling 

 ν mass and coupling degenerate, 
 softening usual cosmological limits

- COUPLING ALREADY IN CURRENT DATA?

(a nearly 2σ signal)

- combining cosmic and (possible) lab data, 

 ν mass and coupling fully constrained
 (5σ on coupling obtainable).


